
 

MY BLACK CHILDREN’S FIRST PICTURE BOOK 
400 FAIRIES, ANGELS, HEROES AND MORE BLACK PEOPLE!!! 

www.BLACKHOMESCHOOLACADEMY.COM 
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Amber & The Hidden City 

By Milton Davis 
BUY THE BOOK! 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Three-Finger 

Jack 
*National Hero 











































































































































During the Holidays, read the 24 De-Programming Statements be-

low. Setaside 7 consecutive nights to read them, and read them for 7 

straight nights without missing a night. 

1. I am Black. 

2. The original Gods are Black men and women. 

3. I am a descendent of the original Gods. 

4. My ancestors are the Creators of the universe. They created the 

earth, the moon, and the stars. 

5. They made the non-black races out of their recessive germ. 

6. They gave the non-black races power to rule the earth for 6,000 

years. 

7. The non-black races forced my people into slavery to build their 

evil and immoral civilization. 

8. Their time to rule the earth is now over. Their civilization will 

fall in my own lifetime. 

9. My ancestors built magnificent cities. They built great pyramids 

and large temples that stood for thousands of years, with granite 

walls and marble floors, decorated with silver and gold and pre-

cious gemstones. I, their descendent, will build more majestic 

cities for my people. 

10. I am one of the 144,000 Black people who will be the new rulers 

of the earth. 

11. We'll make the non-black races our servants. We'll instruct them 

on how to clean their physical and mental pollution and restore 

the earth's natural balance. 

12. We'll start a new civilization based on good morality. We will 

rule the earth with a clear mind and a good heart, according to the 

natural laws of the original Gods. 

13. Black people are causal beings: non-blacks are symptomatic be-

ings. Black people can see the true causes of things, whereas non

-blacks see only the symptoms.  

14. Black people cure illnesses and problems by preventing the 

cause; non-blacks alleviate illnesses and problems by treating the  

symptoms. 

 

15. The god of the non-black races is greed. If they're not stopped, 

they will go to any extreme to satisfy this god, even to the ex-

treme of destroying the earth and all life on it. 

16. Because they worship greed, their economic system is based on 

its satisfaction. 

17. Their political legal and religious systems are used to protect 

their economic system so they can better pursue their god who is 

insatiable. 

18. They have no regard for human life and other life if it stands in 

the way of satisfying their greed, which is like a bottomless pit. 

19. When the damage caused by their economic system becomes 

obvious to all, they cover it up by treating the symptoms, while 

continuing the actions that caused the damage. 

20. Their medical system is a clear example of their symptomatic 

nature. They put poisons like processed sugar in foods, chemicals 

in soil and water, and smog in the air, not to mention noise pollu-

tion and mental pollution due to their perversions. When the in-

evitable illnesses come, they 'cure' them by prescribing other 

poisons to treat the symptoms, while they continue to pour more 

poisons into the systems. 

21. This behavior is driven by their greed. It's the quickest way to 

make money. They use this money to try and fill the bottomless 

pit in them, which is slowly but surely consuming them. 

22. Money is energy. Money that is used for the satisfaction of greed 

is energy wasted in a vicious and destructive cycle. This cycle 

threatens to destroy not only the worshippers of greed, but Black-

people also. 

23. Only the causal beings - Black people - can prevent this impend-

ing disaster. We will uproot the cause of the problem, not just 

treat the symptoms. The cause of all the world's problems is the 

rulership of the non-blacks. 

24. We in this group are part of the 144,000 Black people who will 

rule the earth. All the world's problems and illnesses will end 

when we take over rulership, and remove the non-blacks from the 

face of the earth and the face of the universe. 


